[Kainic acid-induced generalized seizures in cats--microinjection into caudate nucleus].
Electroencephalographic and behavioral changes were observed after 2 micrograms of kainic acid (KA) injection through a chronically implanted cannula into unilateral caudate nucleus (CN) of freely moving and non-anesthetized cats. The control group showed no changes on EEG or behavior during the observation period. In KA group, from 2 to 5 minutes after KA injection, the cats showed contralateral circling. On EEG, focal spikes were elicited at the injected site of the right CN. From 15 to 25 minutes after the injection, secondarily generalized seizures were observed on EEG repeatedly. However, the behavioral change was not remarkable and only the behavioral arrest was observed during the electrographic generalized seizure. From 6 to 8 hours after injection, they showed clonic seizure of the contralateral hindlimb followed by generalized tonic-clonic convulsion. These seizures were frequent during 6 to 16 hours after injection. However, these seizures subsided within 48 hours after the injection and the cats became normal afterward. Histopathological examination revealed focal pyknosis and gliosis only at the injection site of caudate nucleus. The results suggested that an epileptogenic focus of the caudate nucleus demonstrated a rapid evolution from the focal seizure status to the secondarily generalized seizure status. This fact explains that the caudate nucleus may be a possible key structure as a relay nucleus for the secondary generalization of a focal seizure.